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Origin of The Miz Girl

One particular fan caught during the shot was a disgruntled little girl distraught with the outcome who
would now be coined as The Miz Girl.

Dec. 14, 2010 - PRLog -- On the November 22nd, 2010 edition of WWE Monday Night Raw, professional
wrestler Mike Mizanin (better known by his unique ring name The Miz) won the WWE Championship
against fellow professional wrestler Randy Orton by “cashing” in his Money in The Bank briefcase and
defeating Orton. Afterward, The Miz began to celebrate his title victory in the tungsten ring while the
camera shot reactions throughout the audience. One particular fan caught during the shot was a disgruntled
little girl distraught with the outcome who would now be coined as The Miz Girl.

More Class ring read,pls visit
http://www.tungstenringsmall.com/tungsten-carbide-rings-grooved-tungsten-ring-c-1_12.html for details.

A facebook fan page was made and within 2 days, she had over 1,000 fans. A twitter was made for her on
November 24th. @AngryGirlWWE has now over 900 followers as of November 30th. Tumblr users have
been posting edits of her picture as well.

The first mention of a GIF for the girl’s clip was made on the Wrestlingfigs forums by a user named Mitch,
the next day (11/23) as a request on the forum’s GIF request thread. The main Mod in charge of the thread,
Dan88, responded with the requested GIF.
It is currently assumed to be the very first mention of the clip outside of Youtube and the origin of the
meme.

On November 24, a
thread is created on the WF forums mentioning the Facebook page.

Recently on Youtube, (11/29), a user named tigerbutter9 has been claiming that the girl is, in fact, her
sister.

As of the November 29th Edition of Monday Night Raw, The Miz himself showed her pictures again and
proclaimed that she will forever be known as “The Miz Girl”.

On the December 13th Edition of Monday Night Raw, the Miz Girl won a Slammy for the Best Crowd
Reaction. They had her on the show, and she came out to Raw’s theme song, “Burn It To The Ground” by
Nickleback. She thanks various family members such as her dad and sister, when The Miz interrupts her
speech and torments her about the fact that he has the title. He and his apprentice, Alex Riley, take the
Slammy away from her as she leaves angrily.

More Tungsten and Titanium diamond Ring info,pls visit 
http://www.tungstenringsmall.com/tungsten-and-titanium-di... for details.

# # #

Wholesaler and retailer of tungsten rings, tungsten wedding bands, ceramic ring, tungsten carbide ring,
ceramic rings, for men and women. Tungsten rings mall have 2000 styles giving you numerous choice
available .site:
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Source missing
City/Town Shenzhen
State/Province Guangdong
Zip 518103
Country China
Industry Beauty, Shopping, Jewelry
Tags Tungsten Masonic Rings, Fashion Rings, Tungsten Carbide Wedding Bands, Tungsten
Link https://prlog.org/11149399
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